
CASE STUDY

OPPORTUNITY

Frankie’s Sports Bar in Ft. Worth, Texas 

needed a complete AV solution to support 

the delivery of multiple sporting and other 

entertainment events via video and audio 

distribution throughout the bar. 

SOLUTION

AVI-SPL turned to AMX for a control system 

and user interfaces that was robust in 

features and easy to manage for the staff. 

They also chose Samsung to support many 

of their display needs.

FRANKIE’S SPORTS BAR

Frankie’s Sports Bar in Ft. Worth, Texas, sought to keep up with the trend of going big 

when it comes to upscale sports restaurants. AVI-SPL delivered a series of video and 

audio solutions that immerse patrons and fans in a sports-centric environment.

As Frankie’s Sports Bar was prepping to open in the spring of 2011, it was eager to 

embrace the “fan favorite” reputation of its sister site in the Uptown area of Dallas, 

Texas. And what would a top sports bar be without superior entertainment options that 

can be tailored to its guests?

“When you walk into Frankie’s, one of the definite standouts is the sheer number of 

displays located throughout the facility,” says Ta’Shan Nobriga, general manager for the 

Frankie’s at Sundance Square.

AVI-SPL integrated an AMX control system that provide user-friendly options for 

Frankie’s staff in multiple areas of the building. To satisfy the guests’ need to comfortably 

watch a sporting event, our team carefully situated a variety of high-definition flat-panel 

screens.

Frankie’s audio is divided into 12 zones, with each able to carry a different feed so that 

guests have multiple options of entertainment available. Patrons can even keep track of 

the games in the restrooms, where 23-inch Samsung TVs are located behind the mirrors.

Today, Frankie’s at Sundance boasts over 70 high-definition displays, ranging in size 

from 50 inches to 16 feet. “It’s virtually impossible to miss the game — any game,” says 

Nobriga. “Even our restrooms come equipped with displays behind the mirrors.”
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Patrons seated at the bar can choose from sports event options playing on nearly 20 

displays in their immediate viewing area. The bartenders quickly get an overview of 

the current games from their Samsung display, which shows up to 16 previews of the 

DirecTV receivers.

The staff can also preview the video from any source using two 12-inch AMX Modero 

touch panels. Touch Panels are control interfaces that allow the staff to easily control 

devices in the room such as changing inputs on the displays, changing channels on the 

satellite receivers, adjusting volume in the audio zones and more. Touch panels also give 

staff the ability to initiate a sequence of commands at once, such as “POWER UP ALL 

DISPLAYS” or other groups of commands that can be tedious to address device by device. 

“The AMX system has really been great for our Sky Box and party room areas,”  

notes Nobriga.

As for audio, the VIP Skybox area offers specialized audio programming that allows 

guests to adjust the volume for their private zone. And in the main restaurant, wireless 

speaker boxes allow patrons to hear any game at their table.

“Everyone really seems to be wide-eyed and impressed by all the technology we’ve 

brought into Frankie’s,” says Nobriga. “Customers rave about being able to sit anywhere 

in our establishment and have a perfect view of any game or event.”
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PRODUCTS USED

SAMSUNG COMMERCIAL DISPLAYS

AMX MODERO TOUCH PANELS

AMX NETLINX CENTRAL CONTROLLERS
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ABOUT HARMAN

HARMAN (harman.com) designs and engineers connected products and solutions for 

automakers, consumers, and enterprises worldwide, including connected car systems, 

audio and visual products, enterprise automation solutions; and services supporting the 

Internet of Things. With leading brands including AKG®, Harman Kardon®, Infinity®, JBL®, 

Lexicon®, Mark Levinson® and Revel®, HARMAN is admired by audiophiles, musicians 

and the entertainment venues where they perform around the world. More than 50 

million automobiles on the road today are equipped with HARMAN audio and connected 

car systems. Our software services power billions of mobile devices and systems that are 

connected, integrated and secure across all platforms, from work and home to car and 

mobile. HARMAN has a workforce of approximately 30,000 people across the Americas, 

Europe, and Asia. In March 2017, HARMAN became a wholly-owned subsidiary of 

Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.
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